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Overview

•

What’s a JALBTCX?
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•

Static GPS base station observations

•

A two-fold problem
- Data storage of GPS data not accessible (easily)
to external team members
- Problems finding benchmarks
- Poor directions
- Environmental conditions

•

Solution
-

What is Collector for ArcGIS?

-

What is ArcGIS Online?

Overview

•

Utilizing Collector
- Navigating to benchmarks
- Locating benchmarks while in the field
- Setting new GPS control points
- Recording base station observation log
information

•

Utilizing ArcGIS Online
- Data management

•

Benefits of Web GIS
- Field-to-office data sharing
- Project progress tracking
- Dissemination of information across multiple
organizations

•

Q&A
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What’s a JALBTCX?
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JALBTCX's mission is the following:
•

to perform operations, research and development using airborne lidar bathymetry and
complementary technologies

•

to support the coastal mapping and charting requirements of
•

the USACE

•

the U.S. Naval Meteorology and Oceanography Command (CNMOC)

JALBTCX executes year-round survey operations worldwide using the Coastal Zone Mapping
and Imaging Lidar (CZMIL) system and other industry-based coastal mapping and charting
systems.

What’s a JALBTCX?
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WMR-532 is a joint venture
•

between Woolpert and Optimal GEO
-

geospatial companies

-

both specialize in the following:
-

lidar

-

orthoimagery

-

photogrammetric mapping services

WMR-532 provides the following:
•

operations and maintenance of airborne coastal mapping and charting sensors

•

support to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and NAVOCEANO worldwide

•

technical support to the Joint Airborne Lidar Bathymetric Technical Center of Expertise
(JALBTCX)

GPS control and why it matters
•

Survey control is provided by static GPS data collected using the following:
-

Trimble R7 GNSS receivers

-

Zephyr Model 2 antennas

•

Ground control stations are set up on NOAA National Geodetic Survey monuments, or
sometimes reference points set by a contractor, in order to reference the aircraft trajectory to
the NAD83(2011) ellipsoid

•

Survey control monuments are verified with two or more static GPS occupations that are
processed in NOAA’s OPUS Projects to ensure vertical position uncertainty is less than 3 cm

A two-fold problem
•

Data management/access
-

USACE’s previous method of storing GPS control points was not easily accessible to
external team members deployed in the field

-

USACE required a solution that provided secure data storage but also allowed for outside
organizations to view and edit information

A two-fold problem
•

How to find what your looking for?
-

Interpreting directions for the data sheet

-

Damaged or destroyed benchmarks

-

Environmental conditions
-

Weather

-

Changes to the landscape

Solution: Collector for ArcGIS and ArcGIS Online
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•

•

Web GIS
-

emerging as a flexible tool for optimizing GIS workflows

-

allows users to collect, view and edit data from a wide range of
devices—anytime, anywhere

ArcGIS Online
-

an online, collaborative web GIS

-

allows you to use, create, and share

-

-

maps

-

scenes

-

apps

-

layers

-

analytics

-

data

access ArcGIS Online through web browsers, mobile devices, and
desktop map viewers

Solution: Collector for ArcGIS and ArcGIS Online
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•

Collector for ArcGIS
-

a mobile app that puts GIS in your pocket

-

allows you to
-

collect and update data in the field

-

log your current location

-

take and store photos of the features your interested in

-

put the data you capture to work so you can make more informed and
timely decisions

Workflow
•

•

ArcMap
-

used to create a database of static GPS
survey control points from the National
Geodetic Survey (NGS)

-

this database was then published to
ArcGIS Online

-

a web map was created to make the
data available for use in Collector

Collector
-

used for
-

locating benchmarks

-

recording daily GPS Base Station
observations

•

This workflow provided an easier and more efficient means
of managing and acquiring base station information

Utilizing Collector to find benchmarks
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•

Applying the Find Locations application setting with in Web Maps gave field staff
the ability to search for benchmarks based on their PID and get turn-by-turn
directions right in collector

Utilizing Collector to find benchmarks
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•

NGS published benchmarks are hosted as a layer to help crew locate them in the
field

•

The benchmark shapefile also has a link to the DATASHEET that crew members can
open on their smartphones/tablets to further help them find the mark

Utilizing Collector to set project GPS points
•

Collector can be used to record the location of new control sites set during the course of a
project

•

The new control point is added to the JALBTCX Set GPS feature layer
-

anyone with access to the data can see where the new point is
others can locate it more easily in the field

Utilizing Collector to record base station data
•

In addition to making it easier to locate benchmarks, this process replaces paper and PDF
methods for logging field observations, making day-to-day operations
•

more efficient

•

easier to use

•

less prone to user-error

Utilizing ArcGIS Online to manage data
•

The logs are also consolidated into one geodatabase that can then be accessed for the next
mission so that base station operators know the following:
-

which benchmarks are verified to meet the mission’s data needs

-

which ones not to spend time locating again

•

This workflow was used for the most recent JALBTCX Gulf Coast acquisition efforts, which
the program performs every five years

•

For the next acquisition, field operations will be less labor-intensive because base station
operators won’t need to spend as much time locating and verifying marks

Utilizing ArcGIS Online for data management
•

The resulting workflow enables benchmark locations to be accessed and field data to be
collected directly on a tablet, with or without a data connection

•

Field crew are able to take photos
-

base station setup

-

benchmarks

•

These photos are saved as attachments to the benchmarks attribute table and become a part
of the geodatabase

•

Collector and ArcGIS online help keep GIS data and supporting documents all in one
Geodatabase

Better understanding of Web GIS
•

Streamlining information
-

Field-to-office data sharing

•

Storage of information

•

Project status tracking

•

Dissemination of information across
multiple organizations

Q&A

